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cazador de eclipses
ECLIPSES HUNTER person who tracks planetary of the different eclipses, traveling to watch each phenomenon. 

cazadora
CAZADORA In Chile and Spain is an elasticated jacket that is adjusted to the waist. and that goes all the way to this
one, typical of the fans of hunting.

cazalla de la sierra
CAZALLA DE LA SIERRA is a municipality located in the province of Seville, Spain.  It is part of the natural park of the
Sierra Norte de Sevilla, bordering the autonomous community of Extremadura.  In 2018 it had 4718 inhabitants

cazapote
CAZAPOTE medicinal plant from Europe, Asia and North Africa, called artemisa and more commonly AJENJO

cazatesoros
TREASURE HUNTERs s .  Person or entity dedicated to the search for ancient shipwrecks, burials, disasters and other
situations that cause loss of property or wealth in order to achieve findings, rescue them and benefit economically. 

cazavirus
CAZAVIRUS software that detects a virus on a computer and removes it

cazuelear
CAZUELEAR in Chile : Do leso, deceive, scam, cheat 2 .  Eating, serving a woman, having sex

cálidos
WARM , plural of WARM[/E , 1 .  Said of a person : Cozy character, empathetic.  Said of a climate : pleasant
temperature, no cold, little rain, but also extreme heat.

cámara ojo
EYE CAMERA is actually PEZ EYE CAMERA, because it has the black lens in its center, then a surrounding white ring
and then another outer concentric black ring, which makes it very similar to the eye of a fish. 

cámara reality
REALITY CAMERA film camera, usually hidden, which is permanently recording on the set where the protagonists of a
reality television participate. 

cáos
CAOS Absolute lack of order, total disaster.  The Spanish word CAOS, which comes from the Greek chaos, that which
existed before the gods and elementary forces, the primal state of the Universe, what today would be what was before
the singularity of the Bing Bang.

ccaa



CCAA In Chile : student centers .  In Spain : Autonomous Communities .  In the United States, California Collegiate
Athletic Association. 

ccocomisaria
CCOCOMISARY spelling error by ECOCOMISARY .

cedazos
CEDAZOS plural of CEDAZO, sieve, strainer

cedé
CEDE Onmatopey expression of the abbreviation C : D : , usually meaning Sports Club .  Not to be confused with DeCé,
after Christ, or with Washington, D. C.  District of Columbia.

cedrerío
CEDERIO Place plagued by CEDROS , a genus of pinaceous conifers.  They are smelly wood trees and conical or
vertical top.  They are widely used in landscaping, especially in parks, because of their large size.

cedro amarillo
CEDRO YELLOW albizia guachapeleárbol large that grows up to 25 meters and reaches a glass of 20 meters.  When
you change foliage your glass looks like a burnt yellow color.  See GUACHAPELE

cefalocordados
The chordates (Chordata, from the Greek ??????? khordota 'with rope') are a phylum of the animal kingdom that have a
dorsal cord, called notocorda or notocordium, of turgid cells, ? Hollow neural tube in dorsal position, gill slits and tail, at
least at some stage of the embryonic stateCephalochordates (Cephalochordata from the Greek ?????? kephalé, "head"
and ????? khordé, "rope"), acranials or amphioxus, also called leptocardia (class Leptocardii), are a subphyle of
chordates.  They live half-buried in the coastal sandy bottoms where they swim freely. 

ceip
CEIP in Uruguay : Initial and Primary Education Council.  2 .  Spanish educational body, in particular in La Coruña. 

celajes
CELAJES , plural of CELAJE .  1 .  In Chile, very quickly, abruptly.  2 .  Sky with dim clouds and various nuances.  3 . 
Maritime Cloud Set .  4 .   Skylight or window, or the top part of it.  6 .  Omen, announcement or principle of what is
expected or desired.

celal
CELAL Turkish proper name meaning modesty , anger

celebriti
CELEBRITY (and not celebrities) English word for celebrities, particularly those in the world of show and media. 
Celebrity

celebritiy



CELEBRITY anglilicism by celebrity, famous, popular person, generally from the field of film, sport, fashion, television or
networks

celebrity
CELEBRITY in English is called every person of fame and who is idolized and followed by fans Hollywood Artists,
famous singers and great athletes are part of this caste. 

celébralo
CELEBRATE IT reflective imperative of second person singular of the verb CELEBRATE, to celebrate

celga
CELGA spelling error by ACELGA, edible plant

celuadictos
CELUADICTOS plural of CELUADICTO, neologism by those who are addicted to cell phone use. 

cementicio
CEMENTATION obtained from the mixture of 70% clinical and 30% granulated slag (iron manufacturing waste) or
calcium sulfate. 

cenador
DINNER derived from dinner, small space, usually in a garden, which is surrounded by plants and vines.  Covered place
to protect yourself from rain and wind.

centenario precio
CENTENARIO PRICE Metaphor indicating that the price has remained unchanged for a long time.  Some synonyms,
words or similar expressions can be fixed price, old price, stable price

centennial
CENTENNIAL person who has been born from 1997 onwards.  Others put the date at the year 2000.  They are the
so-called generation z, postmilénica or postmillenials.  They are the ones who are part of the workforce from 2020

centennials
CENTENNIALS pl .  of CENTENNIAL , person born between 1996 and 2012 .  They are the children of millennials. 

centesimos
CENTESIMOS spelling error by CENTÉSIMO , currency equivalent to 1/100 of the unit currency .  2 .  Any part
equivalent to one hundredth portion of the unit . 

centénica
CENTÉNICA 1 .  Centénika .  Real estate development in Av .  Centenary 1966 , Pueblo Atzacoalco , Gustavo A . 
Madero , Federal District - Icasas .  2 .  Centenic PNG a portal of graphic facilities based on PNG format, evolved
version of the GIF format. 3 .  Strictly speaking, it should be relative to or belonging to rye, but I have never seen this
use.  4 .  In Portuguese it is used (rarely) as relative to the centenia, time period of one hundred years, when in Spanish



we use centenial 5.  Relating to centennials or their generation. 

centi
CENTI prefix that equals 1 .  one hundredth (of something) : centimeter, Celsius 2 .  At 100 units: centypod

centrear
CENTERAR phonetic deformation by CENTER , execute a pass from the final edge of the court to the center of the rival
arc. 

centro-centro
CENTER-CENTER in Chile : position of some political parties when other parties declared themselves centralizquierda
and centroderecha. 

centrocampismo
CENTROCAMPISMO Action and effect of giving balance to a team, whether football or business.  Be the nexus
between the different lines or areas of a team or company

centroderecha
CENTRODERECHA current policy that advocates private property law, unlike the left that postulates for state ownership
of all productive goods. 

centros
CENTERS Meeting places .  Set of points that are equally far from their peripheries.  politically or commercially
important place in a city.

ceoe
CEOE They are the acronym of the Spanish Confederation of Business Organizations. It is an entity created in 1977,
and encompasses both public and private companies.  In 2020 it came into conflict with the government over the ban on
firing, forcing, she said, to close the companies as the only viable alternative.

cepedana
CEPEDANA native to La Cepeda, in León, northwestern Spain.  2 .  Famous chocolate bar in Astorga, Leon. 

cepedano
CEPEDANO relative to or belonging to Cepeda .  2 packaging factory for food conservation in León, Spain

cepillar los dientes
BRUSH YOUR TEETH Textually, brush your teeth with an ad hoc bristle brush.  Figuratively it is used to denote
repudiation, sarcasm regarding something said earlier by the interlocutor: Go brush your teeth with your vaccine!

cepo cambiario
CEPO CHANGEIO restriction on the acquisition or purchase of legal currency from another country, usually to avoid,
where possible, the devaluation of one's own with the consequent devaluation and increase in inflation. 



cercanías
CERCANÍAS plural de CERCANÍA , surroundings , surrounding lands

cerdeira
CERDEIRA various places in Spain : in Pontevedra, in Galicia and in Ourense. 

cerdionar
CERDIONAR phonetic deformation by making sure to resist doing something, take the turn, look for excuses not to do
something. 

cerdito
TINY Pig Diminutive.  Sucker.

cerdote gochote
CERDOTE GOCHOTE sus scrofa domestica en Venezuela y Colombia : de la interj .  with which the pig is called : Gosh
, gosh .  Augmentative of pig, pig, pork, pig, pig, gocho bait in Venezuela, is a person born in the Andean states. 
Outside the Venezuelan Andean area, it is gentilicio, a way of speaking characteristic of the Andes or merideños
peoples. 

cereza de cayena
CAYENA CEREZA EUgenia uniflora Neotropical shrub of red or yellow fruit, small, spheroidal, similar to a Chinese
lamp.  Plant that occurs throughout the eastern end of South America.

ceri
CERI in Argentina : Center for Child Respiratory Diseases , in Buenos Aires 2 in Chile : Center for International
Relations Studies .  3 .  OECD Centre for Educational Research and Innovation 4 .  In Mexico : Information Resource
Center , in Guadalajara .  5 .  In France : Centre d'etudes et de reserches internationales 6 .  Centre for Entrepreneurial
Research and Innovation ( Linkedin ) 

cerillos
CERILLOS spanish, plural of CERILLO,A matches

cernia
CERNIA ( and no cernia ) third singular person of the imperfect past indicative mode of the verb CERNIR , sieve , pass
by the cedazo .

certezas
CERTAINTIES pl .  of CERTAINTY, full security

certificaciones
CERTIFICATIONS plural of CERTIFICATION issuance of a certificate of legitimation and recognition of an achievement,
of a quality or proven merit. 

cerullo



CERULLO Morris Cerullo (1931-2020) American Pentecostal evangelist.  He traveled extensively around the world
spreading his faith.  He hosted the TV show Victory Today, and published more than 80 books. 

cervecita
DIminutive BEER CERVECITA .  See BEER .

cervicouterina
CERVICOUTERINE f .  of CERVICOUTERINO

cervicouterino
CERVICOUTERINO spelling error by CERVIICOUTERINO, relative or belonging to the cervix of the female genital tract,
lower portion of the uterus in the form of a neck. 

cetogénesis
KETOGENESIS generation of ketones from the catabolism of fatty acids. 

ceude
CEUDE in Argentina : Unique Certificate of Disability .  Certificate issued by an Evaluation Board, valid throughout
Argentina that allows access to own rights and corresponding medical benefits. 

cércalo
RCALO pronominal form of imperative mode singular second person of the verb CERCAR , enclose , surround

chabacan
CHABAN ( and do not chabacan ) or ordinary CHABACANO, in bad taste, quirky, rude .

chaborro
CHABORRO someone who is vulgar, messy in his attire, ordinary.

chacar
CHACAR in Bolivia : stealing

chacaras
CHACARAS spelling error by CHÁCARA .  See CARACARA . 

chacaraza
CHACARAZA augmentative of CHÁCARA, a farm, small land where vegetables, vegetables, animals for human
consumption are grown

chachaguita
CHACHAGUITA error by CHACHAGÜITA , gentilicio of the inhabitants of CHACHAGUA , place in San Ramón ,
province of Alajuela , Costa Rica



chachaqueño
CHACHAQUEÑO person recently ventured into Alaska, where Cheechako is a newcomer. 

chacharaca
CHACHARACA in Honduras : something that is old.  2 .  Something that is old and that serves hardly.   3 Scratch-like
musical instrument .  They also call it chachalaca or pachacara

chacolí
TXakolin CHACO, in Basque.  See TXAKOLI

chadas
CHADA In Chile : Sierra de la western skirt of the Andes in the department of Maipo and close to the SE . The village of
Hospital.  It is part of the eastern northern end of the gorge or narrow of hills that runs through the Angostura River.  At
the north hand is the Chada fundo.

chafalote
CHAFALOTE White weapon similar to a saber but markedly curved and elongated shape. 

chaflaneado
CHAMFERED CHAMFER, which has been made a chamfer.  Lower into a edge of a solid body to reduce its angularity. 
In architecture, rounding or cutting a corner of an apple to improve circulation. 

chagalopolis
CHAGALOPOLIS or Zagalópolis Diocesan camps for children and young people held in Spain

chagras
CHAGRAS in Ecuador: peasant of the Ecuadorian Andes, equivalent to a Chilean huaso or an Argentine gaucho

chaguazo
CHAGUAZO common name of the cistus plant and several halimium

chaise-longue
CHAISE-LONGUE galicism meaning LONG CHAIR; sofa that has backrest only on top and allows you to lay your whole
body on it. 

chalao
CHALAO CHALADO phonetic deformation, bad head, crazy

chaleco amarillo
YELLOW CHALECO yellow phosphorescent vest to be used on public roads in situations that may involve accident
risks. 

chalecos amarillos



French Protestant YELLOW CHALECOS against macron government policies, which, since 17 November 2018, took to
the streets daily to claim to increase the minimum wage and which have continued protracted over time.  Yellow vests
are used for safety in cases of danger of car accidents.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be
mouvement des gilet jaunes

chalent
CHALENT spelling error for CHALLENGE anglilicism, challenge

chalk
CHALK Chalk Anglilicism

challenge
CHALLENGE anglilicism by CHALLENGE

chalupa
CHALUPA small boat, motorized, with which high authorities are transferred from land to boat and vice versa.  2 .  In
Spain : boat of 2 sticks for sails.  3 .  Venezuelan chicken omelette based on bechamel sauce and leaf and cheese
cachapa slices. 

chalupas
CHALUPAS plural by CHALUPA

chamamé
CHAMAME Dance and music of Guarani origin that is practiced in ka orovincia de Corrientes , Argentina and that has
transferred ka frontera towards Aysén and Chilean Patagonia.

chamaquito
CHAMAQUITO in Mexico : diminutive of CHAMACO , boy , boy

chamán sabio
CHAMON Person who in indigenous cultures is supposedly able to communicate with spirits, able to do magic to heal
sick and invoke their protective gods.  Witcher.  A CHAMON SABIO is but a shaman with great knowledge of natural
medicine, disease and remedies, and human psychology.

chambriado
CHAMBRIADO Vulgarism .  It is actually CHAMBREADO, which is at room temperature.  It comes from French chambre
which means room, then chambre is the wine that is at room temperature, between 16 and 18 degrees.

chamitas
CHAMITA plural CHAMITAS , CHAMO diminutive , A .  See CHAMO , A .

chamito
CHAMO boy.  Stars is a little boy or a familiar form to refer to a friend or acquaintance.



chamo,a
CHAMO , A In Venezuela and Mexico Muchacho,

chamuyero
CHAMULLERO In Chile and many South american countries it is written with ll, because it derives from CHAMULLO, a
cheat. So chamullero is someone who cheats, or lies openly without any discretion. A person who fulls around.

chancadas
CHANCADAS fem , plural of past participle of the verb CHANCAR , grind

chanchadachancha
CHANCHADACHANCHA CHANCHADA, vileness, bad move, provocation of an evil to an acquaintance or friend,. 
CHANCHA is bad, vile, treacherous Chanchada chancha is a redundancy to make a word game

chantu
CHANTU vulgarism by SHANTUNG silk type fabric, shiny and light and that is very difficult to wrinkle.  It is used for
curtains, blouses, wedding dresses. This is also the name of some textured natural silk fabrics 2 .  Another deviation is
to use it to describe a type of hairstyle whose real name is shantu, shantu wicks, shatush hairstyle or shatush wicks and
which made furir in the year 2019. 

chapadillo
CHAPADILLO (eel) dish consisting of opening the eels in half, putting them to store in salt, and then putting them in the
sun so that they dry slightly.

chapar el pavo
CHAPAR EL PAVO In Cuba, in the language of the pingueros (male sex workers) : Give up the ass a man and, usually
charging for it.

chapar el pavo
CHAPAR EL PAVO In Cuba, in the language of the pingueros (male sex workers) : Give up the ass a man and, usually
charging for it.

chapil
CHAPIL in Colombia : alcoholic beverage, originally from Nariño.  It is also produced in Carchi, on the border between
Colombia and Ecuador. 

chapoles
CHAPOLS plural CHAPOL See CHAPOL word from the sáliba, language spoken by the etniá sáliba in parts of
Colombia and Venezuela.  It means slatamontes, jump

chaponeo
CHAPONEO action and effect of pouring molten metal into a mold to obtain a veneer or ingot. 

chaponiar



CHAPONIAR Chaponear, imitate Chapo Guzman in his criminal activities, dealing on a large scale, kidnapping,
murdering, extorting, eliminating competition, and above all living as king full of luxuries and women. 

chapoteos
CGAPOTEO plural chaPOTEO Produce noise by putting your hands or feet in the agus . Throw water by moving your
hands or feet on the surface of the water.

chaqaic
CHAQAIC in Argentina : term of the Mocoví language (The mocovíes are a native people in Argentina, branch of the
Guaicurúes.  Its language is part of the mataco-guaicurú linguistic family and subsists in areas of Formosa, Santa Fe
and Chaco) means DANGEROUS. 

chaqueño
CHAQUEÑO is one of those who live or were born in the province of Chaco, or Chaco, one of the 23 provinces of the
Argentine Republic. 

charapo
CHARAPO,A In Perú: person of the jungle. 2. A kind of tortoise of sweet waters (tarikaya)

charembas
CHAREMBA plural CHAREMBA CHAREMBA .  See CHAREMBA .  In Mexico: Fruit similar to cherries a little smaller

charme
CHARME galicism by charm, sympathy

charolados
CHAROLADOS plural of CHAROLADO that has been applied a permanent varnish of high brightness, normally used in
party shoes or for frac and wallets. 

charolés
CHAROLS breed of bovine cattle, which comes from the French region of Charolai, which is large, white, and high
quality meat. 

chaskas
CHASKAS José Ignacio Valenzuela GGüiraldes nicknamed Chascas, is a Chilean writer and screenwriter. 

chatarrilla
DIMINUTIVE SCRAP SCRAP used material, waste, xon little or no commercial value. 

chatel
CHATEL Does not exist as a term.  Maybe it meant CHALET

chato



CHAT 1 .  In Chile, be bored, tired, annoyed.   2 .  Colloquially, friend 3.  Flattened face or frontis, crushed : boxer face
person.  4 .  Type, guy, rooster : That junk is bothering me my sister.

chatos
CHATOS, plural of CHATO View CHATO

chatunga
CHATUNGA urban slang, coloquial derived from 'charo', pal, guy Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be
pal, friend, bro, guy

chavelita
CHAVELITA diminutive of CHAVELA, nickname with which you get used to calling people who are called Isabel. 

chavismo
CHAVISMO far-left doctrine fostered by former Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez

chavismo
CHAVISMO far-left doctrine fostered by former Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez

chavito
CHAVITO in Mexico : diminutive of chavo , boy

chavín
CHAVÍN indigenous people and culture that inhabited present-day Peru between 1200 and 400 BC. C .  approximately. 
It has been certified as a Cultural Heritage of Humanity for having been a ceremonial and cultural radiation center in
what is present-day Peru.  Advances in agricultural technology, metallurgy and textiles stand out. 

chavon
CHAVON ortographic error for CHAVÓN, a disruptive person, someone who upsets a lot.

chavos
CHAVOS plural de CHAVO

chavurro
CHAVURRO in Paraguay : guarani, donkey, donkey, jumento. 

chaw
CHAW word mapuche for ATOLE

chácara
CHACARA In Chile: Spacious cottage, with fine finishes and simple style



chácharos
CHCHAROS plural of CHCHARO , collared peccary

château
CHTEAU French word meaning castle .  Some wines are named after the castle of the feudal lord who owns the
vineyards, such as Chateau Lafitte. 

che semnifica auto
CHE SEMNIFICA AUTO VER AUTO

chebre
CHEBRE In Venezuela : Bacán . Something that is very good, anything that produces taste, joy.

check in
CHECK IN , also check-in check-in and the very action of entering a hotel or checking into a flight. 

check-out
CHECK-OUT anglilicism by exit control, cancellation of the hosting account

checkout
CHECKOUT anglicism by output control .  Use in the case of registering and canceling the departure of a hotel or place
of accommodation paid for by day or hour.  In contrast, CHECKIN is the check-in. 

cheerleader
CHEERLEADER cheerleader, cheerleader

cheeseburger
CHEESEBURGER Anglicism by burger with a slice of cheese

cheeseburger
CHEESEBURGER Anglicism by burger with a slice of cheese

cheesy
CHEESY verbatim , quesoso , but actually means bland , bad taste , cheesy Some synonyms , words or similar
expressions may be disgusting , cheesy

chef-empresario
CHEF-ENTREPRENEUR master of cuisine who has and runs his own company, usually a prestigious restaurant. 

chelines
SHILLINGS pl .  of SHILLING, former dividing currency of the pounds sterling.  A pound was worth 20 shillings and 240
pence until it was passed to the centesimal system in relation to this, mostly to improve tourism.  But accepting the euro
was something they couldn't stand, and not even belong to the EC. 



chepiar
CHEPIAR copy , imitate .  2 .  Copy secretly into a test or exam. 

chera
CHERA 1. In El Salvador and Honduras: Friend, camarade, companion, fellow. 2. In Spain: bad odor. 3. Town in the
province of Valencia, Valencia Community (Xera in valencian)

cherepe
CHEREPE in Guatemala : characteristic dish of San Andrés Itzapa , Chimaltenango .  It is served on very special
occasions and consists of the combination of several types of meats prepared separately, and then mixed with a very
special sauce.  In Nicaragua: lizard

cherror
CHERROR place in India so-called in English, but whose native name is CHEROOR in Kerala, India. 

chesu
CHESU term of Chilean origin apheresis and apocope of CONCHA DE SJ MADRE, which contracted in
CONCHESUMADRE and was eventually reduced to CHESU.  similar, but more hurtful, than son of a bitch.

chesumadre
CHESUMADRE in Chile : Apocope of CONCHA DE SU MADRE the most offensive insult that can be taught. 

cheva
CHEVA derived from the French Chevalier, knight.  It is also used in English.  Hero , knight

chevere o xvre
CHEVERE IN Venezuela : Great, magnificent, wonderful

chevrolet
CHEVROLET brand of Cars and Trucks American, based in Detroit.  He was born from an alliance between Louis
Chevrolet and William Crapo Durant, in 1911, to make sturdy cars. 

chi kung
CHI KUNG in China: alludes to a diversity of techniques usually related to traditional Chinese medicine.  It integrates the
mind, breathing and physical exercise. 

chibe porro
CHIBE PORRO spelling error by CHIVE and PORRO

chicharritas
CHICHARRITAS 1 .  supporters of Chicharro.  2 .  Followers of José López Chicharro and his Clinical Exercise
Physiology.  3 .  People who are fans of horse mackerel, also called chicharro (trachurus trachurus).  4 .  In Spain: Stock
market speculators A chicharro, in Spanish stock market slang, is a security with a low capitalization and a very high
risk.  It comes from horse mackerel or chicharro, cheap fish supposedly consumed by the lower classes.  They are very



speculative investments because they suffer large oscillations in their price.  They are easily manipulated, and victims of
rumors. 

chicharroncitos
CHICHARRONCITOS , plural diminutive of CHICHARON Very fried residue left when melting the lard peels

chichay
CHICHAY Likely Typing Error by "Chicha y"

chichifo
CHICHIFO In Mexico: Man who exploits homosexuals

chichipate
CHICHIPATE In El Salvador : Alcoholic, very drinking person

chicho
CHICHO Hipocorístico of various Spanish names. 

chichos
CHICHOS pl .  by CHICHO

chico reality
CHICO REALITY in Chile: web shoe made by Mega TV cabal in 2016

chicuncunya
CHICUNCUNYA (in America) mosquito-borne disease, called chikungunya, which also spreads yellow fever and dengue
fever.  In December 2013 an epidemic began that affected more than 1 . 100 . 000 people, most of Colombia,
Venezuela and Brazil. 

chido pilo
CHIDO PILO Mexican expression .  In Mexico chido is something or someone beautiful, cute, attractive In chili pilo is a
shrub of yellow leaves, whose shell is a vomiting.  It is also a throwing weapon, like a spear or a vein.  In Greek
mythology Pilo was one of the sons of Ares, the god of war.  Pilo is also a channel where they have a youtube wiki in
Spanish, answer questions, make try meals and other things.  It has more than a million subscribers.  Then CHIDO
PILO It's a pretty pilo, whatever it's called pilo.

chiguete
CHIGUETE Chisguete Phonetic Deviation .  Jet that comes out dense and with pressure In Ecuador : water gun

chikis
CHIKIS slang for CHIQUIS, contraction of CHIQUILLOS, plural of CHIQUILLO, young boy, adolescent. Figuratively, it
might mean a group of old men or women. Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be chiquillos, boys, guys,
girls



chilcas
CHILCAS plural of CHILCA baccharis latifolia , plant of the genus Baccharis , abundant in Bolivia , Ecuador , Colombia ,
Argentina , Peru , Uruguay and Chile . 

childerico iii
CHILDERICO III (the bars are Romans, I capital, not i ) This query should be made to the wikipedia or the history
teacher, but, in short, we will satisfy it the same.  Pipino the brief was palace butler (today's prime minister) appoints
Childerico king of the Franks, the last of the Merovingian dynasty.  .  When he saw the opportunity Pipino consulted the
Pope.  Childerico lost the favoritism of Pope Zechariah, a time when the popes were the highest authority in Europe, and
decides that it is better that he is king who has the power.  They relegate him to a monastery and tonuran him (the
monastic peel, symbol of humility and greater contact with God).  Pipino himself made the throne and begins the
Carolingian era (his father was Charles Martel and his son Charlemagne), of Germanic court and regent of regions such
as Switzerland Bavaria, France and Aquitaine.

chile machito
CHILE NACHITO In Mexico : Chili pepper type .  Very spicy, and very small, which occurs in the area of Tsbasco, where
a sauce is made just called Tabasco, or dry tabasco.

chilenización
CHILENIZATION in Chile : nationalization of some company, in particular copper. 

chileno-argentina
CHILENO-ARGENTINA women from CHILENO-ARGENTINO

chilenosueco
CHILENOSUECO 1 .  Chilean father and Swedish mother, or vice versa 2.  Person born in Chile and resident in
Sweden, or vice versa.  3 .  Institution that has links with Chile and Sweden. 

chiles toreados
CHiLES TOREADOS I just want to mention that the dictionary administrator has added to the definition of Margarito
Cazares of CHILES TOREADOS the erroneous information that the expression is used in this way in Chile .  Not one of
the 19. 123 . 000 (2020) of inhabitants of this country know what it means, except, and perhaps, if you have lived or live
in Mexico.  In Chile, chili peppers are known only as chili peppers.

chill out
CHILL OUT of chill , cool; relax Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be relax , take it easy

chilli
CHILLI chili, English form of chili writing, called chilli pepper, or simply chilli.

chilling effect
CHILLING EFFECT textually , shuddering effect (when speaking, especially).  2 .  In law, inhibition or discouragion and
cohersion: to the exercise of legitimate rights, by threatening to apply legal means of sanction against them. 

chillkatufe



CHILLKATUFE in mapuche : student, student, disciple Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be kimpelu,
kimeltupeen, student, student

chimbiado
CHIMBIADO past participle of CHIMBIAR , annoy , charge a personar

chimbilá
CHIMBILA In Colombia, bat

chimbombo
CHIMBOMBO In Chile : Mix of wine with juice, consumed by the upper class of the country.  In Mexico, Nicaragua and
Panama : panzuda person.  In Peru: it can be a panzone person, but essentially it is a derogatory for homosexuals. In
Venezuela, panzones are thus designated to drink alcohol.

chimpunes
CHIMPUNES plural of CHIMPUN

chimpún
CHIMPN in Peru : football shoes.  In Spain : "don't talk anymore" : finishing dinner they go to bed and chimpnun. 

china mojina
CHINA MOJINA 'china' comes from spanish colonization times, used in Chile and Perú, and refers to a paid woman (not
a slave) working at the main house of the farm. 'mojina', used in Ecuador, as an adjetive is a vulgarism  meaning
hypocrite, liar and such.

chinches negras
CHINCHES NEGRAS masc .  o fem.  They are parasitic insects that are often established in beds and can cause painful
bites.  It is also the carrier vector of the protist Trypanosoma crizu which is the one that produces the (fatal) disease of
Chagas.  It is recognized because it leaves black or reddish spots that are the droppings of the (or) bedbug.

chinchín bakal
CHINCHÍN BAKAL in Mexico: Mayan expression to name a songbird with black fur with a garish yellow to orange breast
and, sometimes, a crest of the same color on its head. 

chiné grey
CHIN GREY gray, which covers a wide spectrum of pantone grays, but is usually a light grey widely used in shirts. 

chinga tu madre
CHINGA YOUR MOTHER in Mexico is an odorous expression of annoyance.  Chinga and chingana are words used
colloquially in many phrases with a meaning of annoyance, annoyance

chingadazo
CHINGADAZO in Mexico: augmentative of CHINGADA, which is unpleasant, unfortunate: I have a good luck with
women.  In Chile: big mistake or failure.  : I was sucked the application to the U. 



chingadera
CHINGADERA In Mexico : something of poor quality or little value

chingui chingui
CHINGUI CHINGUI song by Soledad Pastorutti , from the album Oartede mí , 2020

chinicuil
in Mexico: from nahuatl chihchiltic, chili colorado and ocuilin, worm.  comadia redtenbacheri, hypopta agavis.  Larva of
Lepidoptera measuring between 2 and 5 cm, which breeds at the base of the penca.  Ditrisio of the family of the codes
native to North America .  Relatively thick body, bipectinate antennae with filiform apex, atrophied spirit and short palps. 
The wings have complete nervation.  It inhabits in general in arid and desert areas.  Adults are moths who like to roe
around light bulbs.  The larvae are a pest of the maguey that is collected for human consumption.  It contains B vitamins,
calcium minerals, magnesium and sulfur.  It is very rich in protein. 

chino tuerto
CHINO TUERTO In Chile : say of the male sex member . 

chinola
CHINOLA In Mexico , an American term in Tijuana to designate those from Sinaloa, derived from chilango and Sinaloa. 
Person who violates the rules, drives cars, passes the red lights, exceeds the permitted speed and wearing beeped
clothes.   In Honduras : Person who is very dark complex, pulling to black.  2 .  Black bean tuna for polishing shoes.

chinófilo
CHINOPHILo lover or amateur of what is Chinese or Chinese. 

chipiar
CHIPIAR in Dominican Republic and Costa Rica: do something wrong, thinking you are doing it right.  Having a mental
slip of the tongue , saying one thing for another : it is amazing how many people chip saying left when they want to say
right .  In Chile : enter with chips in a betting game : 

chiquilladas
LITTLE evils of kids

chiquilles
CHIQUILLES degenerate form of the word CHIQUILLO, which feminists made fashionable during the late 2010s to
represent both sexes.  That is, instead of using CHIQUILLOS as a plural for both sexes, they used CHIQUILLES.  So
CHIQUILLOS were just men and CHIQUILLAS only women.

chireta
CHIRETA in Spain : in Aragonese, leather turn.  Own dish of the province of Aragon, which takes advantage of
everything, based on the clean casing of the lamb, which is filled with seasoned rice and heart and lamb lung. 

chirgom
CHIRGOM Spelling Error by CHIRGO 1 .  Bad breed.  Say of malnourished animals, especially those with dry,
semi-erect, grated fur.   2 .  in Mexico : dirty, sloppy, scruffy. 



chiriguana
CHIRIGUANA female CHIRIGUANO 1 .  From quechua chiri 'cold' and wánu 'manure', a derogatory name used by the
Incas.  2 .  Said of a person : Guarani descendant who since the sixteenth century inhabits the region of the Chaco of
Salta.  3 .  in Colombia: Chiriguaná municipality with about 15 thousand inhabitants in the municipal seat and 9000 in the
rural area, located in the department of César, northeast of Colombia. 

chirilicas
CHIRILICAS in El Salvador : monedillas , money

chiringuillas
CHIRINGUILLAS plural, feminine beach bar or beach bar

chiringuillo
CHIRINGUTIVE DIminutive CHIRINGUITO , in turn diminutive of small local Chiringo where you can buy small amounts
of food.  Place where alcoholic beverages are sold In Chile enclosures on the beach or the coastal edge, of rustic
construction, where parties are held and taken, danced and eaten.

chiripitifláutica
CHIRIPITIFATIC , A word that in itself means nothing.  Invented by a spanish children's entertainment ensemble, called
the chiripitiflauticos, who had a programs on television called the chiripitiflauticos and that had a musical curtain that
rhymed : Chiripitifláutica is the smile of mom, ch .  it's Dad's smile, ch.  it's the baby's gesture, ch.  is Don José.

chiriposa
CHIRIPOSA in Peru: woman who tries to have sex with married men or with a partner. 

chiripoza
CHIRIPOZA in Peru: spelling error by CHIRIPOSA, probably derived from butterfly, woman who is hanging around the
husbands of others, trying to raise them. 

chirmoleras
CHIRMOLERAS plural de CHIRMOLERA

chismosas
Female CHISMOSAS, CHISMOSO plural, peeler, parrot, parrot, hairpeo

chismosos
CHISMOSOS plural by CHISMOSO

chispiar
CHISPIAR Barbarism by Chispear .  Drop drops of water.  Slatar sparks.  Sizzling

chispilla
CHISPILLA .  Part of the decimal metric system, used in Granada . Universal unit of measurement similar to the mihilla,
although generally its value is less than that of the mihilla. Spark : Chispilla fractional unit of measurement .  Its value



depends in each case on the circumstances, although it is usually quite small. Mihilla : universal unit of measurement . 
Apply to a multitude of magnitudes, such as time, weight, space, capacity, etc.  It is the basic unit of the greine metric
system

chitosán
CHITOSAN trade name of chitosan, chemical based on a biopolysin of aminopolysaccharides.  It is used as fungicide
and to prevent wine dererior. 

chiuque
CHIUQUE spelling error by CHIUNQUE, Italianism by anyone, no person, no person who

chiva calenchu
CHIVA CALENCHU in Argentina : locution to annoy, mock and make a person angry while pretending to massage with
two fingers of one hand a beard that is not had and repeats the phrase over and over again. Chiva calenchu became
popular in the 1990s by a television show called Juana and her sisters, starring Juana Molina. 

chive
CHIVE chibollin , derived from french ciboulette .  Colloquially, joint

chiviada
CHIVIADO , A In Colombia, is said to be a product that is sold fraudulently and at a lower price.

chícharo de vaca
CHACHARO DE VACA Peas Plant owns the Mediterranean basin, although it has proliferated all over the world.

chíclets
CHICLETS name of a product of the brand Adams, American brand of chewing gum founded in 1899, of about 1 cm by
1 cm that came in yellow boxes in two runs of 4 caramel units.  Today there are other formats.  In Chile we receive them
from Argentina, but they have manufacturing plants in Mexico and Colombia.  They were white in yellow boxes in the
50s Then the green boxes with the menthol came out.  Today they are marketed in 8 colors of boxes corresponding to 7
flavors and a multicolored assorted box, which were produced in the Colombian plant had to close it in 2015, but in 2020
they have returned to produce other products such as Oreo, the refreshing Buccal Trident, Halls pills, Social Club
cookies, Tang powder juices,   Royal gelatins

chocolates
Chocolates plural chocolate, chocolates, chocolate candies, chocolate piece.  When spoken in singular it is usually a bar
(a chocolate), while in the plural it is chocolates or small pieces : assorted chocolates, box of chocolates

chocolatosa
CHOCOLATOSA female CHOCOLATOSO in chocolate color

chocolatoso
CHOCOLATE-like appearance, color, or texture



choipe
CHOIPE will most likely try a CHOMPIPE or PAVO syncopation. 

cholismo
CHOLISMO sports philosophy with a strong psychological character, which applied Cholo Simeone as Argentine coach
when he was technical director of Real Madrid, in 2011.  His main message was to "go from party to match" which would
minimize the psychological burden and the concentration be maximum.  Thinking about the past or what wasn't
immediate is a distractor who lowers performance.  This philosophy can, of course, also be applied outside the football
field and was renamed CHOLISMO.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be the here and now, focus on
the present

cholista
CHOLISTA 1 .  Neologism atingente to the philosophy projected by the coach of Atletico de Madrid, Diego Simeone,
also called cholo Simeone.  Person adept at cholismo.   2 .  Indigenist current of Peruvian literature led by Luis Fabio
Xammar (1911-1947). 

cholitai
CHOLITAI In Bolivia : CHOLITA .  See CHOLITAY

chomino
CHOMINO the sex of the woman This word is used in the south of Spain and has English origin from the English sailors
in the port of Cadiz who from the deck shouted at the prostitutes Show me now! .  In Chile it is used (little) chumino . 

chompira
CHOMPIRA actually CH-MPIRAS fictional character of the re-television series El chavo del ocho , starring the late
Roberto Gómez Bolaños

chongon
CHONGÓN in Ecuador: (and not CHONGON) is an urban church in Guayaquil county of the Guayas province.

chongóte
CHANGOTE and not CHONGÓTE iron bar from which small pieces are made. The was a mexican boxer and his
nickname has been used as chango-o-te or chango ote or changoûte, a pet of Julio César Chavez in the Los Tomateros
de Culiacán videos

chopero
Chopero Spelling error by shopier glass suitable for drinking beer shops

chopeta
CHOPETA.  deprecated.  It comes from CHOPA and the diminutive "eta".  CHOPA is a marine tele-weed fish from the
suborder of the acantopterigios, similar to the golden, about 20 cm long and metallic gray with numerous dark
longitudinal spots.  It is found in the Atlantic and Mediterranean.  From there, probably, another very similar fish of the
same waters was renamed CHOPETA.  2 .  Sea.  CHOPA and also CHOPETA .  Shed, roofed or canopy that was
placed on the stern of the boats, next to the flagpole.



chopi
CHOPI black bird without bright tones, large blackbird, and with a small but curved bill.  2 .  Language spoken in
Mozanbique . 

chori
CHORI Neologism What is choro, interesting .  Choriflai.  Cool

choriflai
CHORIFLAI In Chile very interesting thing, derived from chori, and in turn, of choro

choro
CHORO In Chile Said of a person : a gangster, a bully.  Brave person, bold.  It comes from the Quechua "churu", bold
person.  2 .  Interjection which means very interesting, bacan.  3 .  Mollusco vivalvo filterer : choro, chorito and choro
shoe are common varieties in Chile, which in other countries is known as mejollón.

chorradas
CHORRADAS plural of CHORRADA, nonsense, stupidity

chorrillana
CHORRILLANA dish consisting of fries cut into canes, fried onion cut to the thread and a fried egg; you can add steak
and sausages, or, if not, avocado.  The egg can be scrambled. 

chosto
CHOSTO synonym for verga , sny .  In Chile died in 2010 one of the greatest puetas (sic) guitarrón singers, Osvaldo
"(don) Chosto" Ulloa, whose nickname would probably come from his 10 children.  It was usual to sing at children's
wakes and also that they died and he went to 4 or 5 a month, he even sang to a son of his who died. 

chota
CHOTO 1 .  Colloquially, snitch, informer.  Ah Chota is the police confidant , by metonymy we derive in chota , as a
policeman .  In Spain chotar means to tell someone.  The choto, which is the breeding of the goat, chota or mama of
mama goat, that sucking opening and closing the mouth is the metaphorical origin of "opening the mouth" or being a
snitch, metaphor by informer.  It would derive in Mexico: joto, homosexual, because chotar means to suck, with the
usual transformation from ch to jota. 

chota puerto rico
CHOTA PUERTO RICO See CHOTO

choto
CHOTO 1 .  Colloquially, snitch, informer.  Ah Chota is the police confidant , by metonymy we derive in chota , as a
policeman .  In Spain chotar means to tell someone.  The choto, which is the breeding of the goat, chota or mama of
mama goat, that sucking opening and closing the mouth is the metaphorical origin of "opening the mouth" or being a
snitch, metaphor by informer.  It would derive in Mexico: joto, homosexual, because chotar means to suck, with the
usual transformation from ch to jota. 

chovo



CHOVO In Spain colloquially, left-handed.  2 .  Figuratively, leftist.

chow
CHOW CHOW or also CHOW .  Call yourself a dog of origin in Northern China

chow fan
CHOW FAN misspelling by SHOW FAN , fan of shows

choyon
CHOYON Spelling error, therefore, in addition to missing the accent, the word is CHOLLON

choyuda
CHOYUDA spanish for a lazy, slow, without energy person

chómpidas
Colloquial and slum CHÓMPIRAS : Amigo, small-time thief.  The word was immortalized by Roberto Gómez Bolaños
(Chespirito) by nicknamed a thief played by Bolaños himself in a television segment called Los caquitos. 

chómpidas
Colloquial and slum CHÓMPIRAS : Amigo, small-time thief.  The word was immortalized by Roberto Gómez Bolaños
(Chespirito) by nicknamed a thief played by Bolaños himself in a television segment called Los caquitos. 

chómpidas
Colloquial and slum CHÓMPIRAS : Amigo, small-time thief.  The word was immortalized by Roberto Gómez Bolaños
(Chespirito) by nicknamed a thief played by Bolaños himself in a television segment called Los caquitos. 

christian
CHRISTIAN English form of the name Christian, which means Christian

chucha o fara
CHUCHA or FARA in Colombia : American marsupial mammal up to 50 cm long, rat-like appearance, pointed snout and
long, bare prensil tail in which the young hang; it's nocturnal and omnivorous.  In Chile chucha is a popular vulgarism by
vagina, and also an exclamation of surprise or displeasure. 

chucheta
CHUCHETA In Chile : derogatory, a despicable type, who hurts or is considered evil. 

chuchú
CHUCHÚ character of an educational series entitled CHUCHÚ TV

chucky
CHUKY fictional character from the Child's Play movie series devised by Don Mancini.  Chucky is a malevolent doll who
was possessed by voodoo magic by serial killer Charles Lee Ray. 



chucnhe
CHUNCHE Term of many meanings in Argentina Penis .  In Colombia it is a pleasant aroma.  In Costa Rica, Nicaragua
and Guatemala is anything that is not known or you do not want to use its name : That chunche is very nice .  In Chile Is
Used Huevada or vulgarly wuevá or weá .  In Mexico it has the same sense of Chilean wea.   In Ecuador it is a piece of
cloth with an elasticated ring to be teased

chuecazo
CHUECAZO augmentative of CHUECO .  Use to designate a disloyal or dishonest person who goes back on his word
and deceives his friends, acquaintances or clients. 

chuiquillas
CHUIQUILLAS spelling mistake by little girls, feminine and plural of CHIQUILLO, boy

chuko
CHUKO In Mexico perineum

chuletona
CHULETONA In Chile is a fat, guaton woman.  The chop is the rib of the animal, beef, pig or equine, but is commonly
used for pigs.  Wide hips and very fat.

chumash
CHUMASH Amerindian village, which lived on the coast of central and southern California, now Santa Barbara, San Luis
Obispo, Ventura and Los Angeles, from Morro Bay in the north, to Malibu in the south. 

chume
CHUME see CHUMA very offensive improperio in Chile, abbreviation and apocope of CONCHA DE SU MADRE .  In
feminist terminology it can be a man or a woman, so chumo is masculine and chuma only female.  2 .  Inhabitant of
Chumeldén, commune of Chaitén, Region of Los Lagos, south of the Reñihué fjord at its confluence with the Gulf of
Ancud. 

chunche
CHUNCHE In Nicaragua and Costa Rica, Guatemala, Mexico, El Salvador : ubiquitous word, indefinite multiple use, to
name anything, object, artifact, person, situation, body or part of it.  In Argentina : penis In Colombia : smell of a person .
 In Ecuador piece of cloth sewn in the form of an elasticated ring, which women use to take their hair.  Also grains that
come out throughout the body, mangy.  In Chile the word thing, cooso , question , custión , weá , wueá is used.  In
Venezuela sheath is used

chunches
CHUNCHES , plural of CHUNCHE .  See CHUNCHE

chunchismo
CHUNCHISMO in Chile : fanaticism by the team of the University of Chile whose emblem is a mutt with a U in the
center. 

chunky



CHUNKY anglicism by FORNIDO

chupa pija
CHUPA PIJA literally, COCKSUCKER. Used mainly against people who flatter their superiors in order to get cheap
advantages.

chupa sangre
CHUPASANGRE (and no bloodsucker) person who is exploitative of others.

chupacámaras
CHUPA-MARA is the person who always tries to be in the center of the camera, who wants to be in all the photos, who
wants to be the focus of attention.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be centerpiece, last ass wrinkle,
living vase

chupaculos
CHUPACULOS suckers, lameculos, patero, sycophantic, person who seeks to take advantage of his peers

chupamedias
CHUPAMEDIAS sycophancy person of the boss in order to obtain privileges over his peers. 

chupandía
CHUPANDIA tree originating in Mexico that belongs to the family of annacardiáceas .   It reaches 5 to 7 meters in height
and has a thick grey trunk. 

chupandío
CHUPANDÍO See CHUPANDÍA tree

chupao
CHUPAO, vulgarism by sucking 1 .  From a person : He is inhibited, coward of a person : He is too skinny .  2 .  From an
object : It has been licked 3 .  From an object : What is sucked , collapsed 4 .  From a machine or engine: What's
drowned

chupapijas
CHUPAPIJAS person who is flattering (to the boss).  Patero, licks

chupar faros
CHUPAR FAROS In Mexico : die .  From the time of the Mexican Revolution when the condemned were granted a last
wish.  There was then a brand of cigarillos brand Faros and some ckndenados asked to smoke a lighthouse.  From
there he became synonymous with dying.

chupar medias
CHUPAR MEDIAS derogatory colloquial expression to designate the action of over-flattering a superior in order to gain
advantages over his peers. 



chupetas
CHUPETA plural CHUPETAS, Portuguese, pacifier .  2 .  Small cabin that have on the stern part of the deck some
ships.

chupiza
CHUPIZA In Ecuador Social meeting where it is taken .  Chupadera in Chile

churronut
CHURRONUT in Spain : neologism contraction of churro and donut , Barcelona recipe that mixes the best of each
sweet.  It looks like a doughnut, it's glazed on top, the interior is alveolate, fluffy and churro-flavored. 

churrpia
CHURRPIA neologism spelling error by CHURPIA

churupitete
CHURUPITETE del purepecha , chpiri etetzi , regional firefly of Tierra Caliente , region formed by Michoacán , Guerrero
and the State of Mexico .  Name given to a black insect similar to firefly or churupete . 

chuspear
CHUSPEAR In Costa Rica : In the north, in livestock : Suck the calf the before milking.

chuzo en nicaragua
CHUZO derived from Swiss, from where the Spaniards copied the weapon, like spear, with a round iron or moharra tip,
which they called goedendag, or good morning, because the guard in the mornings waved lifting the spears.  In Chile : 1
.  Tool used to chop the floor to plant or sow, or by workers to chop sitherop or pavements.  2 .  Inexperienced person,
incapable, clumsy.  3 .  Copiously : Rain to suck (s) In Peru and Mexico : from English shoes , shoe .  In Peru : jargon :
scar left by a knife.  In Colombia : 1 .  White weapon : Knife or knife 2 .  Neighborhood Shop 3.  Skewer or skewer of
pieces of roast beef.  In Ecuador : 1 . Exclamation of surprise or disgust : Chuzo! I got the keys.  2 .  Brochette In
Panama : 1 .  Exclamation 2.  Stick with iron tip to grow without plow.  In Nicaragua it has no meaning of its own then it
is a stick with iron or steel tip, as in Spain.

chúcharo
CHCHARO in Colombia: grain, boil, born

ciberactivismo
CYBERACTIVISM Political activism carried out through social networks

ciberactivista
CYBERACTIVIST A person who fights for rights of some kind mainly using blogs, web pages, and applications on social
media platforms. 

ciberarma
CIBERARMA any computer means used by cyber criminals to commit crimes through computer networks. 



ciberarmagedón
CYBERARMAGEDON Armageddon refers to the end of the world or the end times.  The cyber attribute limits the total
disaster condition to the realm of communication networks. 

ciberbatalla
CIBERBATALLA commercial competition carried through social networks. 

ciberbullying
CIBERBULLYING See CYBERBULLYING

cibercalifa
CIBERCALIFA In caliph, superheat, permanent erotic mentality.  He is the one who uses the networks to watch
pornography, make sexual contacts and who orients his participation with accentuated sexual connotation.

cibercrimen
CIBERCRIMEN crime related to social networks and the Internet. 

ciberdelincuencia
CIBERDELINCUENCE quality of committing crimes through the internet and its social networks

ciberesfadadora
FEMALE CYBER-CHALLENGER of CIBERESTAFADOR

ciberesfafador
CYBERSHEDER error by CYBERFRATER

ciberespionaje
CYBERESPIONAGE espionage done over the internet or over the dark network

ciberestafador
CIBERESTAFADOR scammer that makes use, mainly, of lnternet and networking applications to offer non-existent
products and services.

ciberestafaora
CIBERESRAFAOR , A phonetic defornation of CIBERESTAFADOR, cybercriminal

ciberexperta
CIBEREXPERTA female of CIBEREXPERTO , person highly trained in cybernetics and topics related to digital
communication

ciberguerra
CYBERGUERRA technological war between two countries, in which databases are hacked, accesses are violated,
information and money are altered and stolen. 



ciberhumano
CIBERHUMANo Person who has in his body cyber elements that replace organic functions, either to improve and
overcome human capacities or, by necessity derived from the loss of the or impersonated organs.

ciberignorante
CYBERIGNORANT computer illiterate, person who in front of a computer can do less than an elephant in front of a
piano. 

ciberinteligencia
CIBERINTELLIGENCE intelligence or resolution capability dd situations within a digital, robotic or computer networking
environment. 

ciberladrones
CIBERLADRONES plural of CIBERLADRON , person who, by using social networks, scams people and institutions that
contacts or steals inside information from them. 

ciberlunes
CIBERLUNES refers to a predetermined Monday day when the trade offers significant discounts for online purchases,
which covers products, services, travel, hospitality and others.  Similar is the CIBERFRIDAY. 

cibermercenario
CIBERMERCENARIOhacker willing to work for providing you with the best economic conditions, such as a bank or
communications company, but also

cibermoneda
CIBERMONEDA currency that does not belong to any country or central bank and that serves to carry out commercial
transactions over the Internet.

cibersalud
CIBERSALUD health management through teleconsultation, teleinterconsultation, telediagnosis and teletreatment.  2 . 
In Spain: a private organization that trains and supports professionals in the area of mental health. 

cibersecuestro
CYBERSIZETORSHIP Extortion of companies through the use of randomware, sw that encrypts the information and
leaves it inaccessible until the criminals collect the ransom requested

ciberseguridad
CYBERSECURITY security in everything related to social networks, online systems, computer and telecommunications
programs

cibersexo
CIBERSEXO is a form of virtual sex, in which two or more people exchange erotic messages simulating having sex,
creating vivid images of sexual desires and fantasies in whom it reads and causing sexual arousal. 



ciberterrorismo
CIBERTERRORISM Amedentramiento of companies and institutions by meddling in their networks and databases,
demanding monetary compensation to release them or cause enormous damage. 

cibervirgen
CIBERVIRGEN person who has not made use of social media and online connectivity. 

cicloruta
CUCLORUTA cycleways exclusive track for bicycles and, eventually, non-motorized means, such as skates and
skateboards. 

ciclorutas
CICLORUTAS tracks of circulation of vehicles and other non-motorized means.  According to the grammatical rules the
term should be written CICLORRUTA

ciclovías
CYCLOVIA plural of CYCLES Exclusive apodina circulation track for bicycles and other vehicles for personal use, such
as scooters, skateboards, skates, boards, skateboards, unicycles, unicycles

ciencia-ficción
SCIENCE-FICTION literary genre based on scientific knowledge but that constitutes a fantasy either because the story
is unrealizable in the present or because it violates scientific laws. 

cienciaficción
SCIENCE-FICCIÓN Category of literature very popular in the 60s to 80s in which scientific advances were used to
create literary fantasies, such as reducing the molecular size of objects and allowing a submarine to enter and traverse
the bloodstream, even if it contradicted some laws of physics.  2001 Space Odyssey is a film based on a sci-fi book
written by Arthur C.  Clarke, one of the most famous, alongside Isaac Asimov, Ray Bradbury and Robert Heinlein.  2 .  It
is said that something is science fiction, politic-fiction story-fiction when talking about situations impossible to occur in
real life.

cienos
CIENOS, plural of CIENO Layer of mud or mud that accumulates at the bottom of water-covered areas, such as a
lagoon, a dam, a pool.

científico-tecnológico
SCIENTIFIC-TECHNOLOGICAL that has theoretical aspects or attributes derived from the methodological study of
physical properties, as well as the development of machines and practical tools to meet new requirements

cierta edad
CERTAIN AGE.  A given age, not well defined, but that is on a threshold of some change.

cigarrillo electrónico
ELECTRONIC CIGARETTE nozzle that expels smoke and is used in place of cigarettes.  She has been condemned by
the medical community as harmful to health. 



cigarrones
CIGARRON plural CIGARNES, grasshoppers

cilindro humeante
WETTING CYLINDER can refer to cylinders of acetylene, a gas composed of carbon and hydrogen, widely used in
welding.   It is very flammable and burns in the air with luminous, steaming and high-temperature flame. 

cimbradas
CiMBRADAS plural female CIMBRADO, participle of the verb CIMBRARSE, arching to each other, horizontal oscillating
movement, as the wind does with the trigales and long stems of plants, as women sensually move their waists.  2 .  
movement of the body made with garbo when walking or dancing. 

cimbronar
CIMBRONAR in Argentina fine bloodhorses of the year 2012 that ran on Argentine tracks.  Probable phonetic
deformation of CIMBRAR move the body with garbo and grace when walking. 

cimcho
CINCHO ( and not CIMCHO ) .  In the Spanish language there is no conjunction of nb or mc, it is always mb and nc, as
in amber or in anca The 2 exceptions are the already obsolete CIRCUMCIRCA and the word Maya, to refer to the
Mayan language POCOMCH .  Cincho is a mooring, usually plastic or metallic, that is used to gag cables or to pack
packages.  In Chile ZUNCHO is used for packages, and the action is to enzun, and tie for cables.  .

cimicifuga
CIMICIFUGA spelling error by CIMICÍFUGA

cimicífuga
CIMICÍFUGA cimicifuga racemosa medicinal plant native to north america.  Its root is used to decrease hot flashes and
irritability typical of menopause. 

cinco puertas
FIVE DOORS has no special meaning that deserves to be mentioned in a dictionary. 

cine foro
CINEMA FORUM event in which a film is screened and then discussed. 

cinema verité
CINEMA VERITA Galicism by CINE VERDAD Reality Cinema, very associated with documentary film, style that
appeared in Europe in the 50s and 60s, in reaction to the classic way of making movies and thanks to the appearance of
cameras of 8 and 16 mm.  , small and silent, which allowed to record the sound simultaneously with the image.  It was
created by French filmmaker Jean Rouch. 

cinemero
CINEMERO Person who likes movies as an addiction



cinéticas
CINETICS feminine and plural of CINTICA , relating to the movement

cintura de pollo
POOL CINTURA IN Argentina, very fat person, of any sex. 

cinturón rojo
RED BELT In martial arts the belts reveal the degree of experience and level reached.  they range from the lightest,
white, to the darkest, black.  In karate the ranges are: White, Yellow, Orange, Green, Blue, Lilac, Brown, Red and Black.
 Red corresponds to the 8th dan, before mastery, which is black. 

cinzano
CINZANO Italian brand of vermouth (or vermouth) belonging to the company Campari. 

circuit
CIRCUIT English word, equivalent to CIRCUIT in Spanish .  See CIRCUIT

circunvalaciones
CIRCUMVALATIONS .  Plural of CIRCUNVALATION .  Circumnval action.  Vehicular transit route that surrounds an
area.  Colloquially, rodeos

ciros
CIROS is a software to create simulation models. It has an industrial use development platform that integrates
simulation, modeling and programming into a common interface.  . It is 3D modeled with import filter of CAD systems
from other brands.

cirugías
SURGERY, plural of SURGERY .  Surgical intervention, in which a surgeon or robot doctor uses a scalpel to cut and
intervene some part of a person or animal's body.  2 .  Area of a sanitary establishment where surgeries are performed :
Go to Surgery, there you can be informed.

cirviola
CIRVIOLA misspelling by SIRVIOLA , LEMON FISH .  In Chile it would be a horse mackerel

cismtico
spamming

cisne verde
CISNE GREEN Literary figure or metaphor, originated from the black swan, created by economists on the occasion of
the 2008 crisis to refer to the rare events that can produce an economic or financial catastrophe of proportions.

cistozoico
CISTOZOIC greek CISTO, abnormal non-cancerous growth, filled with liquid or a semi-solid substance and ZOICO,
relative to animals; animal cysts: cistozoic study



cita virtual
VIRTUAL QUOTE Appointment arranged through social networks, without physical knowledge of the other person.

citienzs
CITIENZS Spelling Error by CITIZEN 1 .  Citizen 2 .  Watch brand

citizen
CITIZEN English palabtra meaning citizen.  2 .  Japanese watch brand, based in Tokyo, founded by Schmid and
Takamazi.

citopatología
CYTOLOGY of cyto, cell and pathology, disease.  Study of cell-related diseases. 

citoquina
CYTOKINE See CYTOKINE

city gate
CITY GATE (city gate) Place of reception and storage of natural gas from the pipelines, where it is odorized, its pressure
is reduced and is distributed by the city networks.

ciudad decorado
DECORATED CITY small town you are worried about staying pretty, but you will be out of your way because young
people go to big cities. 

ciudad puerto
PORT CITY place that is simultaneously an important city and that has a port

ciudad-estado
CITY-STATE Small state, constituted by only one city.  This city may or may not be independent, as is the case with the
island of Singapore, vatican city or the principality of Monaco, or be part of a nation, as are Ceuta and Melilla, or berlin
was under Russian control until 1991. 

ciudad-puerto
CITY-PORT city that has as a very important part of its activity the operation of a port

ciudadanas
CITIZEN's female and plural CITIZENS

ciudadanístico,ca
CITY, ca neologism relating to the citizen or the citizen.  The term CITIZEN considers meaning as substantive as well as
(sic) adjective, so that citizenism is only useful if you want to make a special emphasis on the citizen, as an adjective. 

civ



CIV abbreviation for intraventricular communication .  Perforation that occurs at the height of the ventricles and occurs at
birth, but can also occur after heart attack or surgery. 

civicomilitar
CIVICOMILITAR spelling error by CÍVICOMILITAR , which contemplates and shares a civil and military part. 

civilisaciones
CIVILIZATIONS (and non-CIVILISATIONS), plural of CIVILIZATION Set of characters common to the most civilized or
evolved society.  Also the world constituted by these societies.

cíber
CYBERNetic contraction cíber relative to the study of energy flows linked to control theory and systems theory.  This
RAE-style definition was made prior to the development of computing, before 1965.  In 1971 I was appointed professor
of cybernetics at the University of Santiago for industrial engineers because this definition was assumed, associated
with process control.  But even then the advances of science was associating this concept to any process that had
repetitive feedback, as it happens in process control, but also in computer science, artificial intelligence and robotics. 

cíborg
CIBORG or CYBORG, being electronically enhanced human by technological implants in various parts of your body.

círculos
PLURAL CÍRCULOS of CÍRCULO circumference

cívico-militar
CIVIC-MILITARY combination of persons, events or things of a civilian nature with others of a military nature:
civic-military junta

cívicomilitar
CÍVICOMILITAR relating to a civil and military assembly or combination, or of civilians and military personnel. 

ckgarrón
CKGARON typing error by CIGARRON

claim
CLAIM anflicisno by claim, complaint.  In the bridge game: lay claimed the rest of the tricks not played or granting those
belonging to the opponents. 

claims
CLAIMS plural claim, claim, collection, demand, complaint.  In the bridge game: lay around claiming the remaining tricks
or granting those belonging to the opposing side. 

clamiso
CLAMISO 1 .  Probable spelling error by CMISO , a term invented by Julio Cortázar (Rayuela, chapter 68) and whose
free translation is ALMA.  2 .  Car battery shop in Alba Iulia, Romania



clandestinizar
CLANDESTINIZE take underground, move on to permanently hiding from the public. 

clared
CLARED misspelling by CLEARED , clarified , past participle of the verb TO CLEAR , clean , vacate , clarify Some
synonyms , words or similar expressions may be clear , clear , clean , vacate , clear , make clear

clarinización
CLARINIZATION in Argentina: prostration of ideas, in particular of the newspaper La Nación, to the interests of the
Kirchnerist government, in the style that the newspaper Clarín did, while he had a slice of the cake and until the joint
business is over. 

clase alta
UPPER CLASS well-to-do class, aristocracy, the ABC1 class.  Citizens were usually classified into upper class, middle
class and lower class.  Nowadays marketing and surveys concerned with consumption are much more restrictive and
categorization has more divisions being the upper class associated with ABC1 and the middle class with C2 and C3. 
The xlase goes down with level D and E

clase online
ONLINE CLASS lesson taught through computer networks by videoconference or individual work, as opposed to
face-to-face class, where the teacher and students are present in a room

clasificatoria
QUALIFIER f .  preliminary stage of yna competition, usually sports

claves en mis pupilas tu pupila azul
KEYS IN MY PUPILS YOUR BLUE PUPILA This metaphor has inconsistencies .  It's probably MY PUPILS IN YOUR
BLUE PUPILS.  You mean I watched your beautiful blue eyes.

cleyera
CLEYERA Very widespread plant belonging to a genus of the family Pentaphilacaceas[/] of which there are recognized
49 species.   They are of diverse physiognomy, but usually of medium to large lanceolate leaves, common in gardens. 
Some are green leafy, with a yellow steak that runs along its edges.

clérigos
Plural CLERIGOS of [CL-RIGO Cura

click
CLICK from the English TO CLICK, make a short and high-pitched sound or make something do it.  1 .  Emotionally
attunement to another person.  2 .  Press a key or a digital window. 

cliente peaje
CUSTOMER PEAJE , or PEAJE CUSTOMER in Chile : is that consumer of more than 500 kW, who contracts the supply
with a company different from the one that distributes the energy through the interconnected network.  Then, you pay
the distributor separately, only for the energy toll, i.e. a distribution toll.  The law also provides for the possibility of being



a transmission toll customer. 

clientelista
ALIST CLIENT that makes unjustified use of favoritism to obtain further support from these people.

clientizado
CLIENTED that the power is used for third parties to return favors for electoral sweets and other political or economic
purposes. 

cliffhanger
CLIFFHANGER cliff anglilicism, cliff and HANGER, hanger, hanging.  That is, hanging off the cliff, an expression used
for the narrative technique called the final suspense, where the orotagonist (or a group) is placed in an extreme situation
that drives the reader to continue reading avidly to know the outcome. 

climax
CLIMAX 1 .  in sexual intercourse, orgasm or point of greater arousal, which coincides with ejaculation.  2 .  Highest
moment 3.  in literature, theatre and film (and even in music) : the most intense point of a work

clinón
CLINÓN Of the gíglico invented by Cortázar, in his chapter 68 of Rayuela, where he describes the sexual act between
the Maga and Oliveira: "As soon as they were interplumed, something like a ulucordio encrestoriaba, extrayuxtaba and
paramovía, suddenly it was the clinón, the convulcante sterno of the machicose, .  .  .  describes an erotic scene that the
reader must interpret

clique
CLIQUE anglilicism by small group that is well understood among them, who spend a lot of time together and who does
not welcome someone who does not belong to such

clismafilia
CLISMAFILIA from Greek KLISTER, enema and PHILIA, love.  It consists of the need to require an enema to be able to
get excited and feel pleasure with the subsequent sexual relationship. 

clínic
CLÍNIC anglicism term conflictivo because we have CLÍNICO in Spanish .  If we use it in English we should write it
without tilde

cloacas
CLOACAS plural de CLOACA

cloacas del estado
CLOACAS DEL ESTADO journalist Ignacio Varela in an analysis of the corruption established by the PP and his close
relationship with the corrupt and massive corrupter the Villarejo, policeman who illegally recorded how much politician,
judge and businessman was for the purposes of bribery, blackmail and apprehension, he speaks, on February 11, 2018,
in the wake of the impunity with which he acted for years , of these peoples as sewers of the State or the State as
sewers. 



clonable
CLONABLE That you can make a faithful copy of the originsl .  The term is a generalization of the genetic concept of
reproducing a living being, that is, millions of cells, from a single, with the genetic attributes of the latter.

clonador
CLONATOR that reproduces an original identical to this .  2 .  Person or equipment that reproduces a copy genetically
identical to the original cell.  3 .  Figuratively, who makes reproductions of credit or debit cards, or similar, to commit
fraud. 

clorificar
CLORIFY include chlorine, clean, disinfect with chlorine, incorporate or increase the dose of chlorine in a mixture. 

cloruro de polivinilo
POLYVINYL CHLORIDE polymer typical of many plastic products, especially pipes, shoes, clothing, usually called PVC,
by its acronym , POLYVYNIL CHLORIDE

cloud
CLOUD Cloud Anglilicism 2 Data Cloud

cnj
CNJ in Chile : Consejo Nacional de la Juventud 2 .  Colegio Niño Jesús In El Salvador : Consejo Nacional de la
Judicatura .  In Brazil : National Council of Justice

cnn en español
CNN IN SPANISH Television signal that airs in Spanish-speaking countries and belongs to the American network CNN
of leftist ideology

coacha
COACHA Barbarism derived from the English word "E]COACH or coach, which in Spanish is used to refer to who
guides or accompanies you in your physical preparation or professional training, an activity called COACHING COACHA
is the female coach, that is, a woman dedicated to COACHING

coaching
COACHING Work consisting of giving professional support in soft techniques, such as crisis management, empathy,
human relations, to business professionals.  2 Training and professional support for athletes, especially at high
performance levels (AR).

coalison
Coalition and non-COALISON, Alliance between two or more entities, persons or agencies, to fight for a common goal

coanimador
COANIMATOR accompanying the animator, usually a person of the other sex

coar



talk about using coa, the language of criminals, especially in argentina

coartante
COARCT that consives, reduces the freedom (of a person or a group) 

coballa
COBAYA (and not copper) Guinean Bunny.  Animal or person used as a trial in a laboratory experiment.

cobertores
COVERS pl .  of COVER, quilt or cover for a bed

cobijado
COBID Passive participle of the verb COBIJAR that has been received, or that is protected, protected from the
inclement weather or any other danger.  Ground indoors.

cobijados
COBIJADOS plural of COBIJADO Guarded , protected .  Past participle of the verb COBIJAR give asylum, shelter,
protect Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be to welcome, give roof, give shelter

cobot
COBOT robot designed to work physically in collaboration with humans, such as on a production line.  Bot is used as a
robot abbreviation and cobot is the contraction of COLABORATIVE ROBOT or BOT

cobrizos
COBRIZO plural COBRIZO of a tone similar to that of copper

cocandidato cocandidata
COCANDIDATO COCANDIDATE SEE COCANDIDATE

coche berlina
CAR BERLINA car with 5 doors, 4 sides and one rear, composed of the trunk cover and the top window in one piece.  2
.  Horse-drawn, 4-wheeled, cup-shaped car, like Cinderella's tale. 

coche de salón
LOUNGE CAR most commonly lounge car or lounge car, car adapted to have meetings or eat

cochinas
COCHINAS f .  pl.  of PIG , dirty

cochinito comal
COCHINITO COMAL In Mexico and all Of Central America : Pork prepared on a COMAL, clay or metal tray.



cocina ciega
ENGLISH CIEGA KITCHEN DARK KITCHENS or dark kitchen.  They are the new establishments that have been
dedicated exclusively to delivery, or home delivery of prepared food.  These establishments do not have tables for
on-site care.

cocinos
COCINOS spelling error by COCHINOS plural of COCHINO Porcupic, chsncho , marrano

cocker spaniel
COCKER SPANIELRear of original domestic dog of England They are characterized by their long ears, tristone look,
very cheerful and sociable.  Fur of very different colors. 

cockpkt
COCKPIT anglilicism by CARLINGA, carlingue galicism, in cabin aeronautics for the pilots of an aircraft; nautical is the
space of a ship's rudder controls.  The term derives from the small space that was formerly reserved for cock, cock,
cock, box) 

cocolmena
COCOLMENA the prefix co- means that it shares; then it is an element that is actively shared or participated and
collaterally with a hive or honeycomb. 

cocomordan
COCOMORDAN spelling error by COCOMORDAN pompoir or pompoarism is an ancient oriental technique, derived
from tantra, which consists of the contraction and relaxation of the pubocoxylgeal muscles and which aims to intensify
sexual pleasure.  To exercise the technique, in the case of women chinese balls are used, small balls connected
through a nylon or silicone cable.  it is claimed that crocomordan is beneficial against incontinence and in preparing for
the carcass for easier natural births. Other common names include Singaporean kiss, crab (in Venezuela) and
crocomordan (in Dominican Republic). 

cocomordán
COCOMORDÁN in dominican republic: pompoir or pompoarism, ancient oriental technique, derived from tantra, which
consists of the contraction and relaxation of the pubocoxígeos muscles to achieve greater sexual pleasure.  Women use
Chinese balls, small balls connected through a nylon or silicone cable.  Crocomordan by strengthening the muscles can
help against incontinence and preparing for the canal for easier natural births. 

cocoñame
COCOAME Herbaceous plant frequently cultivated in intertropical countries by their potato-like tubers.  Also its root.

cocopodio
COCOPODIO 1 .  Cuba has a media outlet in networks called radio coco.  In the recent athletic competitions to qualify
Japan was added to the name of the site the holder PODIO of foreign cigars, being radio coco - podium.  .  .  .  2 . 
probable deformation of CONOPODIUM MAJUS or CONOPODIO, plant of the family of apiaceae, formed by groups of
small white petals whose distribution resembles a snow crystal. 

cocoya
COCOYA term used by some lands for VAGINA, with a childish connotation, and never with an sexual accent.



cocreación
COCREATION of CO, Latin prefix meaning in union, in company, as in ADJOINING and CONTEMPORANEOUS; joint
creation between two or more persons (natural or legal) 

cocreador
CO-CREATOR A person or entity that creates (something) in partnership with other creators

cocreadora
CO-CREATOR f .  of CO-CREATOR

coctelero
COCTELERO 1 .  Bartender, person who makes drinks.  2 Cup and kit for preparing drinks . 

codemandar
CODEMANDAR make a claim (judicial or otherwise) in community with another or others

codesarrollo
CODESARROLLO development of public policies to integrate immigrants into the local economy.  It applies to migration
movements, where migrants make a contribution to the local economy and the State helps to get them through by
providing them with the opportunity to work.  Some synonyms, words, or similar expressions can be migrateestatal
alliance

codescubridor
CODESCUBRIDOR Person who shares a discovery with another or with a group. 

codigo de barras
BAR CODE error by BAR CODE

codistribución
CODISTRIBUTION distribution in shared form (of something, such as a public service, for example, electric service) 

coendú
COENDÚ in Argentina, Cuba, Mexico and Uruguay: South American rodent mammal with body covered with long spines
and a long prehensile tail.  Its fur is dark brown with white spots.  It looks like a porcupine, but with a tail. 

coendús
COENDÚS in Argentina, Cuba, Mexico and Uruguay: plural of COENDÚ, genus of rodents histricomorfos. 

coequipo
TEAMMATE(s) teammate

coercionadora
COERCED , A coercion, which places illegitimate pressure on third parties to perform acts for their own benefit.



coescribir
CO-SUBSCRIBE to be an author in conjunction with one or more additional authors. 

cofosis
COFOSIS Total hearing loss unilaterally or bilaterally.  When it's partial it's called HIPOACUSIA

cofre del tesoro
TREASURE CHEST Supposedly corsairs and pirates hid the proceeds of their looting and misdeeds in trunks that they
buried on lonely islands.   Over time many tales and myths about treasure chests were created. 

coger de pipi
PIPY TAKE Treat a person as if he were a novice or beginner on a subject where he is not.  2 .  Falling into naivety or
some inexperience.

coger de pipiolo
COGER DE PIPIOLO in Spain : Treat one as a beginner or novice; fall into a naivety or inexperience. 

cogestor
COGESTIR manager in complicity with another or others

cogible
COGIBLE spanish for FUCKABLE Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be culear, tirar, coger, fornicar,
fuck, fornicate, have sex

cognac
COGNAC brandy of French origin that is produced in partur of the white grapes of the strains of the city of Cognac,
Charente. 

cognotivo
COGNITIVE (and non-COGNOTIVE ) Relative or belonging to knowledge

cohousing
COHOUSING , English word meaning COVIVIENDA .  it is a community housing organization that communally share
garden, laundry, meeting rooms, swimming pool or any other place or service.

coincidentes
COINCIDENTE PLURAL COINCIDENS

colaborada
COLABORADA femenino de COLABORA , contribution made by a COLLABORATOR

colaborador ágil
AGILE COLLABORATION Expression that qualifies an aid as expeditious and performed on time, in a timely manner



and without delay.

colas del hambre
COLAS DEL HAMBRE in Spain : critical situation that has caused the unemployment of economic activities after months
of pandemic and a regrowth of the coronavirus, where people must queue in churches and other places to request food,
before a social outburst. 

colauismo
COLAUISMO spelling error by COLAQUISMO in Argentina : profession of colaquista installer

colección cápsula
CAPSULE COLLECTION set of garments that a designer uses as a sample of a complete collection and that usually
goes from 8 to 15 pieces. 

colección crucero
CRUCERO COLLECTION summer fashion collection, which has been gaining importance since 2014, the year in which
it caused a furor.  Nautical and summer garments stand out

colectivo chavista
COLLECTIVE CHAVISTA group of criminals who dominate criminal activities in the neighborhoods of Venezuela.  They
ride motorcycles sowing terror in the population and support the communist and socialist party and are protected by
dictatorial rule.

colectivos chavistas
members of paramilitary groups created by Chavez, usually of Cuban origin who allegedly should help people in events
of emergency, but that actually use their weapons against the Venezuelan people to keep it controlled under a regime of
terror.  They have been major perpetrators of 800. 000 in the last 20 years by the repression of the Venezuelan people.

colego
COLEGO in Mexico: a term invented by the undersecretary of prevention and promotion of Mexican health, Hugo
López-Gatell, leading to a national controversy

colesterolfóbica
WOMEN'S COLESTEROLPHOBIC COLESTEROLFBIC, someone who is afraid of excess cholesterol

coletina
COLETINA is said of the Clareus sisters, who follow the precepts of Saint Coleta de Corbie, who tried to return the
congregation to the ?aysterity of its beginnings.  For this reason they are called barefoot clairvoyants or poor
clairvoyants. 

coletino
COLETINO small COLETO, leather vest, commonly suede, covering from the neck to the waist and that was open in
front.  It was used by peasants in Spain and resembles in shape the one used by bullfighters. 



colgar de las pelotas
HANG OF THE BATTERIES Fastidiar, disturb, get out of the way, swell the balls, make rage.

colgar de los cojones
HANG OF COJONES figuratively, severely punish.

coliforme
COLIFORM that is shaped like a coli, by the most common bacterium of this group, escherichia coli

colipato
COLIPATO in Chile : male homosexual .  It's a "duck tail" contraction. 

collector
COLLECTOR anglilicism by COLLECTOR, collector, concentrator, rainwater duct, sewage or sewage, which collects
water from minor or primary pipelines. 

collejón
COLLEJON common name of dying arvensis or arvense berza, a vegetable adapted to soil nitrification.  It grows up to
almost 1 meter and has violet petals 2.  Common name of the plant silene vulgaris of the family of cariofiláceas, also
known as colleja, lantern, bell and other dozens of other names.  3 .  Common name of the unique Hispanic vaccaria
species of the genus vaccaria, glaucous plant, glabrous of lipish leaves that narrow from the bottom up.  Uninervias, with
a well-marked nerve.  They measure up to 70 cm.  height. 

colmenillas
BEEHIVES diminutive and plural of HIVE , 1 .  Place where bees live 2 .  set of bees living in a honeycomb or hive

colocolina
COLOCOLINA in Chile : women of COLOCOLINO, adept or fan of the ColoColo team. 

colocolino
COLOCOLINO amateur supporter of the Chilean football club Colo Colo . 

colombfila
Colombfila spam

colombo ecuatoriano
COLOMBO ECUATORIANO Person born in Colombia and nationalized in Ecuador or vice versa.  And it also applies to
the person born in Ecuador but of Colombian parents, or vice versa.

colombo venezolana
COLOMBOVENEZOLANO , A 1 .  Person who was born in Colombia and resides in Venezuela, or vice versa 2.  Person
of Colombian father and Venezuelan mother, or vice versa.  3 .  Company, organization or institution with Colombian
and Venezuelan interests. 



colones
COLONES plural of COLON , SIGMOIDES , part before the rectum in the large intestine, and also of COLON, current
currency of Panama.

color adobe
ADOBE COLOR This creation of a definition for a degree of brown is very unfortunate.  The adobe is a clay brick that is
cooked and can be manufactured with ANY type OF TiERRA.  Therefore, its hue ranges from beige to dark brown or
dark brown, depending on the country.  Cooked darkens.  It does not lighten the true color, unless there is an express
agreement on the (color) PANTONE that we are talking about.  Therefore, it can be any brown.

color beige
COLOR BEIGE See BEIGE

color pán
COLOR PAN and not bread, refer to the common color of bread made of corn and water without additives or ingredients
which alter substantially its basic color, which is a light beige externally and a faint yellow, lighter than the color vanilla
inside.

coloradillas
COLORADILLAS plural COLORADILLAS In Costa Rica, Panama and Honduras : A Icarus , reddish tick .  See
TLAZAHUATE (tlalzáhuatl nahuatlism, "earth scabna" ) .  They produce dermatozoonosis by penetrating the skin
generating bumps and a widespread itching by the effect of the larvae nested under the skin.

coloradita
COLORADITA diminutive of COLORADO, red

coloreados
COLORED plural COLORED, painted

colores claros
Light COLORS plural light color .  Pastel colors or aquachentos, typical in watercolors. 

colores pastel
PASTEL COLORS They are the colors normally produced by watercolor painting, that is, fundamentally, soft colors
product of the more or less intense dissolution of the pigment in water.  In addition, partly for the same reason, and also
for the type of tinctures and pigments, they lack brightness and are always dull tones, but warm.

colores primarios
PRIMARY COLORS Are red, blue and yellow.  They are the base colors to produce all other colors, except black and
white.  The combinations of these three colors generate the child colors.  Orange is the combination of red and yellow. 
In turn, the secondary colors can be re-mixed and we get the tertiary colors.

columbinos
COLUMBINOS pl .  of columbine



colusin
COLUSIN SPAM

comanejador
COMANEJADOR handler who works in alliance or team with a pair. 

combados
COMBADOS , plural of COMBADO

combarbalá
COMBARBALÁ city of Norte Chico of Chile.  It was founded in 1789 as San Francisco de Borja de Combarbalá. 
Combarbalá is of indigenous origin, kokanwala, and means distant water, where ducks live. 

combarbalá
COMBARBALÁ city of Norte Chico of Chile.  It was founded in 1789 as San Francisco de Borja de Combarbalá. 
Combarbalá is of indigenous origin, kokanwala, and means distant water, where ducks live. 

combo breaker
COMBO BREAKER expression of action video games in which an attack occurs from one player to another and the
latter can dodge it, making a STAMINA and evolve. 

combustionarse
COMBUSTIONSE consumed to generate energy

comeback
COMEBACK anglilicism by returning, rotorno, turning, reanimating (from a blackout or a comma) 

comedia corta
COMEDY SHORT representation of a humorous scene of a few minutes in length.  It is common for them to be written
to be represented in schools or on social networks. 

comepiernas
Wearing COMEPIERNAS, which leaves you without legs

comer desaforadamente
EAT UNAFORADALY Swallow voraciously, with great anxiety.  Swallows without measure and avidly, with great greed

comer la color
EATING COLOR in Chile: throwing someone else's wife

comercio detallista
TRADE DETALLISTA businesses and shops that sell retail, for small units.  Retail . 



comercio digital
DIGITAL TRADE transaction consultation, purchase quote, payment or sale of products through the internet.

comercio electrónico
ELECTRONIC TRADE Commercial transactions made online .  Ecommerce purchases have increased 190% while
physical sales in stores have dropped 26%. 

comida basura
FOOD BASURA fast food with high carbohydrate content, salt and other additives unsuitable for healthy health. 


